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Mr. Chairman Gutierrez, Ranking Member Hensarling, and members of the subcommittee, I
very much appreciate the opportunity to testify today about TARP and whether it is working for
Main Street.
I have appended to this testimony two recent Wall Street Journal op-eds of mine pertaining to
bank lending, headlined “Banks Don’t Need to be Forced to Lend” and “Don’t Push Banks to Make
Bad Loans” as well as my resume. I also have appended to this testimony my answers to the eight
questions posed in the letter of invitation to testify today. As will be readily evident from my
answers, I am not a great fan of the TARP. Further, I greatly fear that the TARP will become a
vehicle by which Congress will impose credit-allocation policies on TARP investees. Such policies
would be very destructive to the American economy.
Harking back to resume, my early consulting experience is especially relevant to the subject
of this hearing as for over a decade I consulted to small and medium-sized businesses on a broad
range of financial matters, including obtaining bank credit. I often worked with business
insolvencies, including serving as the operating trustee of a company in Chapter 11 bankruptcy, as a
consultant to companies in Chapter 11, and as a bankruptcy examiner. Those experiences brought
home to me the importance to small businesses of having sufficient equity capital on which to safely
leverage bank credit.
As I discussed in my Wall Street Journal op-eds, lending standards clearly are returning to
earlier, prudent standards from the excessive laxness of recent years. That return to prudent
standards is crucial, both for the recovery from the current recession as well as for the longer-term
health of the American economy. This is absolutely the wrong time for Congress to force banks,
whether through TARP rules or otherwise, to launch a new round of imprudent lending, whether to
small businesses or homeowners or whomever.
With regard to lending to small businesses it is important to realize that the primary reason
why a business cannot obtain the credit it believes it needs is that it lacks sufficient equity capital
and/or it cannot demonstrate to a lender that it can profitably employ the credit being sought. It is
vitally important to realize that credit is not a substitute for equity capital. Rather, credit can only be
reasonably leveraged off a sufficiently strong equity-capital base. In this regard, non-financial
businesses are no different than banks, except that for good reason non-financial businesses cannot
operate with as much leverage as banks and other financial intermediaries. Because lending
standards are returning to normalcy, businesses of all types cannot operate with as much leverage as
they could a few years ago, nor should they try.
The underlying cause of insufficient credit for businesses, including small businesses, is
inadequate equity capital. Rather than beating on banks to lend more, Congress should address the

tax disincentives working against equity-capital accumulation within businesses. To put this another
way, the Internal Revenue Code is the principal underlying cause of the current financial crisis. I
address the tax laws and ten other public-policy causes of the crisis in an article which will appear
shortly in the Cato Journal. I would be glad to submit that article for the record when it appears in
print later this month.
While there are many aspects of the tax laws which fueled the housing bubble and the gross
overleveraging of the American economy, working together they encouraged businesses and
individuals to overleverage by incenting overspending and undersaving, thereby discouraging the
accumulation of capital denominated as equity. That is, rather than encourage saving, which builds
equity capital on a balance sheet, the tax laws actively discourage savings and equity-capital
accumulation through the relatively heavy taxation of profits, for profits represent the generation of
equity capital. At the same time, the tax deductibility of interest expense by businesses and
homeowners encourages borrowing, and therefore overleveraging.
When the pre-tax cost of equity capital is easily 15% or more and the Prime Rate is 3.25%, as
it is today, it is an apparent no-brainer for a business to finance as much of its balance sheet as it can
with debt capital and as little as possible with equity capital. In addition to funding a portion of a
business’s balance sheet, equity capital also serves as its loss cushion, the same role equity capital
plays in bank balance sheets. That loss cushion becomes vital to a business’s survival during a
recession, for it is equity capital, not debt capital, which must absorb any business losses and serve
as the foundation on which borrowing during tough times must be based. Far too often, I have seen
business owners seduced during good times by seemingly cheap debt, only to suffer losses during
the tough times that exhaust their too-thin equity-capital foundation.
I will close this portion of my testimony by posing this thought experiment. What would be
the condition of the American economy today, and the availability of credit for businesses of all
sizes, if interest was not a tax-deductible business expense and business profits were not taxed at a
business level? I strongly suspect that America would not be in recession and that it would enjoy a
much more profitable and much less leveraged business sector than it has today.
I will close by discussing a threatened loss of bank capital, and therefore a reduction in bank
lending capacity – the 20-basis-point deposit insurance special assessment that the FDIC has
proposed to levy on the nation’s banks and thrifts this coming September 30. This assessment
represents a $15 billion tax on bank capital and would occur as the government is trying to boost the
banking industry’s capital and lending capacity. As FDIC chairman Sheila Bair has admitted, this
assessment would be procyclical, yet she is determined to levy it. I recommend that the Financial
Services Committee express its opposition, in the strongest possible terms, to this most untimely
attack on bank lending capacity. As the banking industry demonstrated in the 1991-96 period, it has
the capacity to rebuild the Deposit Insurance Fund back to its statutory minimum, but that rebuilding
process should wait until the economy and the banking industry have begun to recover.
Mr. Chairman, I thank the Subcommittee for its time this afternoon. I welcome your
questions.
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Responses to questions posed in the Subcommittee’s Letter of Invitation
1 – In general, have TALP and TALF funds/actions had measurable positive effects on the credit
markets? If so, to what extent? If not, or if the positive effects have been de minimis, to what
factors do you attribute these shortcomings?
It is not possible to specify the effect of TARP on the credit markets, for two reasons. First,
TARP investments represent an addition to bank and thrift capital, as shown in the lower
right hand corner of the accompanying illustration of a typical bank balance sheet. Because
of the leveraged nature of bank and thrift balance sheets, capital is not a major source of bank
funding – deposits and borrowings provide most of the funding with which banks and thrifts
make loans and investments. According to FDIC data, bank equity capital (common and
preferred) accounted for just 9.4% of total bank and thrift funding at December 31, 2008,
while deposits provided 65.2% of bank and thrift funding and borrowings provided another
19.9% of that funding.
Second, because cash is fungible, the cash a bank or thrift receives when Treasury makes a
TARP investment in the institution (not a gift, but an investment), it is impossible to trace the
flow of the TARP investment into specific loans or investments or other bank assets.
Therefore, it is impossible to draw a direct link between TARP investments and changes in
bank and thrift lending to any class of borrower.
It is important to recognize that the primary purpose of bank and thrift capital, including
TARP investments, is to serve as a loss cushion, to protect bank liabilities, and notably
deposits, from losses. Therefore, TARP investments potentially enhance the credit markets,
and specifically bank and thrift lending, by increasing the capacity of banks and thrifts to
lend to all classes of borrowers.
2 – Generally, have the TARP recipients used the funds in responsible ways and consistent with
Congressional intent? (Assuming that Congressional intent was to unfreeze the credit markets,
freeing-up capital for lending.)
Banks and thrifts have used TARP investments responsibly as these investments have
strengthened their capacity to lend, and lend they have in the face of an economy sliding into
a potentially long and severe recession and declining loan demand because of that recession.
As the accompanying page from the most recent Federal Reserve compilation of commercial
bank assets and liabilities shows, bank lending to the non-financial sector of the U.S.
economy (line 5 minus line 15) has held up amazingly well. The amount of these loans
actually rose 1.8% from its September 2008 average to February 18, 2009, and has declined
only 1.2% from the December 2008 average to February 18. During the first year of the
present recession (January 2008 to January 2009), bank lending to the non-financial economy
increased quite robustly, by 3.9%. It is patently not the case that banks have stopped lending
– not only are they lending, but the ratio of their loans to GDP has steadily increased since
the recession began.
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It also is important to note that the bank lending reported by the Fed is net of loan-loss
reserves, as footnote 4 to this Federal Reserve report states. That is, the amount of loans
actually outstanding has been reduced by the amount the banks have reserved for losses on
those loans. Banks and thrifts have dramatically increased their loss reserves in recent
months; for Fed reporting purposes, those increases offset loans, leading to an
understatement of bank loan growth. For example, during the fourth quarter of 2008, banks
and thrifts increased their loan-loss reserves by $16.5 billion; during all of 2008, they boosted
their loan-loss reserves by $70.5 billion.
3 – Have TARP recipients increased business lending? Small business lending? If so, to what
extent?. If not, what are the obstacles to lending (e.g., decreased demand, regulatory and capital
requirements, inability to leverage, bank mismanagement)?
Business borrowing demand will decrease during a recession as business working capital
needs (principally accounts receivable and inventories) shrink, due to lower sales volumes,
and as capital outlays (new equipment, building expansions, etc.) are trimmed or postponed.
Despite an expected drop-off in business loan demand, due to the recession, the
accompanying Federal Reserve data show that bank lending to businesses (commercial and
industrial loans, line 6) increased $111 billion, or 7.7%, from January 2008 to February 18 of
this year.
Unfortunately, data on bank and thrift lending to small businesses is collected just once a
year, on the June 30 Bank Call Reports and Thrift Financial Reports. That data will not be
available until early August. It will be most interesting to see what changes in the volume of
bank lending to small businesses will have occurred between June 30, 2008, and June 30,
2009.
4 – In order to increase business lending, especially small business lending, should the Treasury
Department funnel more funds into the larger banks or should TARP funds be directed to smaller
regional and community banks and Community Development Financial Institutions? Which would
seem more effective?
As explained above, it is impossible to link any type of bank and thrift lending to TARP
investments.
5 – Could you suggest a way to accurately measure whether or not banks have increased lending as a
result of accepting TARP funds?
No, I cannot nor can anyone offer a credible way to measure a link between an institution’s
receipt of a TARP investment and the institution’s lending.
It is extremely important to note that bank lending absolutely cannot be measured by the
amount of new loans extended by a bank or thrift as much of that lending is merely a rolling
over of previous loans. For example, a mortgage refinance for the same amount as the old
mortgage does not increase the aggregate amount of mortgage credit outstanding.
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Likewise, a business which draws $200,000 under a bank line of credit and then pays down
that line of credit nine days later when it receives a payment from a large customer has not
changed the amount it has borrowed from its bank even though the $200,000 draw on its line
of credit technically would count0 as a new loan. The amount of credit that a bank, or the
banking industry overall, has supplied to the economy, can only be measured by the amount
of credit outstanding at any one time.
6 – Did the Treasury Department makes its initial TARP investments in the large banks in a manner
that was likely to motivate the fund recipients to lend? If not, how should those investments have
been made and what can be done to correct past errors?
As noted above, no linkage can credibly be drawn between a TARP investment in a large
bank and its lending. Additionally, large banks, like all banks, are in the lending business,
for extending credit is the principal way that banks earn profits.
Because of subsequent changes in the rules governing the recipients of TARP investments,
notably executive compensation limits, and the prospect of future rules, specifically lending
mandates, TARP investments are becoming increasingly unattractive to banks. Not
surprisingly, more and more banks which accepted a TARP investment are now preparing to
buy back the preferred stock they issued to the government when they received a TARP
investment. Right from the beginning, I have strongly recommended to banks and thrifts that
they not seek a TARP investment because I could foresee that the rules would make a TARP
investment increasingly unattractive. My prophesy unfortunately has come true.
7 – Do you believe some of the large bank TARP recipients are insolvent? If so, how should the
regulators deal with those institutions?
Any good accountant should be able to demonstrate that (1) all the large banks are insolvent
or (2) all of them are solvent – it is just a matter of the assumptions the accountant makes.
This is especially the case with determining the value accorded to investment securities under
the fair-value accounting rules.
There also is a second question which must be addressed: Is the solvency test aimed at the
holding company which owns the large bank or the large bank itself. Given the existence of
“double leverage” (holding company debt invested in the subsidiary bank as equity capital),
it is conceivable that a large bank holding company is insolvent, but that its subsidiary bank,
which has more book equity capital than its parent holding company, is not insolvent.
8 – If the Treasury Department’s proposed stress tests reveal that banks are undercapitalized, should
those banks receive more TARP funds or would TARP funds be better spend on stronger banks?
As an accountant, I can produce whatever outcome is desired from the proposed stress tests –
it is simply a matter of the assumptions that I make. That said, the Treasury Department and
the regulators must make judgments about which banks cannot survive on their own. Weak
banks should be encouraged to merge with stronger banks while clearly insolvent banks
should be taken over by the FDIC under its well-established procedures for dealing with
failed banks.
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OPINION
JANUARY 6, 2009

Banks Don't Need to Be Forced to Lend
The last thing we need is Congress setting business models.
By Bert Ely
Tomorrow, the House Financial Services Committee will hold a hearing to "discuss priorities" for
the Obama administration's use of Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) funds. Those priorities
could include lending and other directives to financial institutions receiving TARP investments.
These directives could be disastrous for taxpayers and the economy if they force banks to engage in
unwise lending, or keep weak, troubled banks from being absorbed by stronger banks.
TARP has two major shortcomings. The first is a lack of political support. Congress did not
explicitly authorize capital investments in financial institutions when it created the $700 billion
program three months ago. The Treasury originally was supposed to buy troubled assets of banks
and other financial institutions. It quickly realized that this was unworkable due to challenges in
determining asset prices. It then decided to invest TARP funds in the institutions, to increase their
capital. But the lack of congressional consent for these investments has understandably stoked
controversy about their purpose.
Second, there is widespread confusion about the role capital plays in bank balance sheets, which has
exacerbated this controversy. That confusion is evident in comments such as "banks should be
forced to lend the TARP monies the government has given them."
Treasury invests TARP funds by purchasing preferred stock in a bank, which adds to the bank's
capital. Bank capital, which also includes common stock and retained earnings, serves as a cushion
to absorb losses from loans and other bank activities; it is not loaned out directly. Most bank lending
is funded by customer deposits and borrowings from third parties (such as the Federal Home Loan
Banks).
Potentially, a bank could use its increased capital from TARP to absorb losses from loans and
investments already on its books, to acquire banks too weak to remain independent, or to increase its
lending. The higher capital boosts a bank's lending capacity because it enables the bank to safely
increase its deposits -- and thus its loans -- without increasing its risk of insolvency.
Unfortunately, Treasury has poorly explained the legitimacy of those uses. Congressional debate
about TARP may further muddy the waters. A review of these uses show why none should be
mandated or barred.
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First, even well-managed banks are suffering loan losses as collateral values shrink and the recession
deepens. In normal times, a bank would raise new capital to offset those losses. However, the capital
markets are not functioning normally, with many sound banks now unable to raise fresh capital.
TARP investments, which increase a bank's capital, therefore serve as a bridge to when normality
returns to the capital markets. Because of restrictions accompanying TARP investments, and a jump
in the TARP dividend rate after five years to 9% from 5%, banks will have an incentive to raise
private capital to finance a buyback of their TARP preferred stock. Taxpayers will profit from these
TARP investments because of the dividends paid by the banks on the preferred shares the Treasury
purchased.
Second, weak banks need to be acquired by well-managed banks rather than being propped up by
TARP investments, for weak banks are not good lenders. The continued existence of weak banks
will impede the economic recovery.
However, an acquirer needs to realistically account for losses buried in the other bank's balance sheet
even though this accounting will reduce its own capital. The TARP investment should therefore
ensure that the merged bank is well capitalized. Eventually, that bank would raise capital to retire its
TARP stock.
Third, while a TARP investment increases a bank's lending capacity, lending mandates -- such as
that a bank must increase its outstanding loans by some multiple of its TARP investment -- could
force banks to make new bad loans.
Unfortunately, banks accepting TARP investments must, under the contract governing Treasury's
investment in the bank, agree that Treasury can "unilaterally amend" the agreement "to comply with
any changes . . . in applicable federal statutes." Through this provision the new Congress can impose
on banks with TARP investments lending mandates or other obligations and restrictions, such as
barring the use of TARP funds to acquire weak banks. Even worse, Congress may legislate credit
allocation, such as directing that a certain percentage of a mandated lending increase must go to a
favored class of borrowers.
Banks are in the lending business: They do not need to be forced to lend. And contrary to popular
and political opinion, banks have not stopped lending. Despite the recent financial market turmoil, a
declining GDP, and an increase in loan-loss reserves, commercial bank lending actually grew $336
billion, or 4.9%, from August to Dec. 24, according to Federal Reserve data. While lending dictates
or other restrictions may be tempting, the Obama administration must discourage Congress from
imposing them on recipients of TARP investments.
Mr. Ely, the principal in Ely & Co., Inc., is a financial institutions and monetary policy
consultant.
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OPINION
FEBRUARY 2, 2009

Don't Push Banks to Make Bad Loans
Contrary to myth, commercial bank lending is up. So are
standards.
By BERT ELY
There is a widespread belief that banks are now refusing to lend as much as they should, and that
Congress should pressure them to extend more credit to consumers and businesses.
In reality, banks as a whole increased their lending during 2008 -- the notion they haven't is based on
a misunderstanding of U.S. credit markets. Pressuring banks to lend more could backfire.
Lost in too many discussions of the financial sector is that banks and other depository institutions
account for only 22% of the credit supplied to the U.S. economy (down from 40% in 1982).
"Shadow banking" -- notably asset securitization and money-market mutual funds -- now supplies
33% (up from 14%). Insurance companies, other financial intermediaries, non-financial firms and
the rest of the world provide the balance.
As far as commercial banks go, Federal Reserve data released last week show that their lending
increased 2.36% during the last quarter of 2008. For all of 2008, commercial-bank lending rose by
$386 billion, or 5.63%, even as the economy slid into recession. Over that 12-month period, business
lending jumped $152 billion, or 10.6%, real-estate loans were up $213 billion, or 5.9%, and
consumer lending rose $73.5 billion, or 9%. Other categories of bank lending such as loans to
farmers, broker-dealers and governments, declined $53.2 billion, or 5.4%.
Fed data also show that during the first three quarters of 2008, the total amount of credit supplied to
the economy increased $1.91 trillion, or 3.8%, with $540 billion of that amount coming from foreign
lenders.
Nevertheless, Treasury recently demanded that the 20 largest recipients of government capital
investments start providing detailed monthly reports about their lending and investment activities.
This new requirement could lead to government lending mandates. That would not be a good idea.
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In the first place, the drop in stock-market and house prices has made millions of families feel poorer
and led them to save more than in recent years. It has also encouraged them (especially Baby
Boomers approaching retirement) to pay off debt. They don't need more debt.
More broadly, many of the most creditworthy neither need to nor want to borrow right now. Richard
Davis, CEO of U.S. Bancorp, recently said that he is seeing the demand for loans diminish at his and
other banks "from people and businesses spending less and traveling less and watching their nickels
and dimes."
Lenders moreover have tightened lending standards, correcting an excessive laxness that contributed
to our financial mess. Zero or very low down-payment mortgages are out, as are "covenant light"
corporate loans. Likewise, lenders have trimmed credit-card limits and cut the amount of money
available under home equity lines of credit as home values have declined.
And contrary to the "lend more" message broadcast from inside the Washington Beltway, bank
examiners are criticizing weak loans and forcing banks to tighten lending standards. Bankers are
caught in a vise between politicians and examiners.
A lot of the credit tightness is a reflection of the near-collapse of loan securitization. Recent Fed
plans to buy asset-backed securities may help revive asset securitization, but bankers have no control
over the fate of that initiative.
The economy is in recession and working off the consequences of a housing bubble fed by excessive
mortgage credit. Given that loan demand typically falls during a recession, it's amazing that bank
lending increased as much as it did last year. It was essentially flat during the 2001 recession.
Bankers should always lend prudently, as they are now doing. If they are jawboned or worse by
Washington into reckless lending, the U.S. will set itself up for another debt crisis, even before the
present mess has been cleaned up.
Mr. Ely, the principal in Ely & Co. Inc., is a financial institutions and monetary policy
consultant.
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Biographical sketch for Bert Ely
Bert Ely has consulted on deposit insurance and banking structure issues since 1981. In
1986, he became an early predictor of the S&L crisis and a taxpayer bailout of the FSLIC. In 1991,
he was the first person to correctly predict the non-crisis in commercial banking.
Bert continuously monitors conditions in the banking industry as well as monetary policy.
In recent years, he has focused increased attention on the GSEs, notably Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac,
and the Farm Credit System. He has co-authored a monograph on how to privatize the three
housing-finance GSEs. Currently, Bert is focusing his attention on banking problems, the crisis in
housing and housing finance and the entire U.S. financial system, and the resolution of the Fannie
and Freddie conservatorships.
Bert has testified on numerous occasions before congressional committees on banking
issues and he often speaks on these matters to bankers and others. He is interviewed by the media on
a regular basis about banking and other financial issues.
Bert first established his consulting practice in 1972. Before that, he was the chief financial
officer of a public company, a consultant with Touche, Ross & Company, and an auditor with Ernst
& Ernst. He received his MBA from the Harvard Business School in 1968 and his Bachelor's degree
in economics in 1964 from Case Western Reserve University.
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